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The Soft creamy white of the Sailcloth Tent sets it apart from other tents —as 
do the natural wooden poles and the hand-stitched detailing around the edges. 
Sugarplum’s Sailcloth Tents are unique in the industry: they are engineered for 

safety as well as beauty.  The sheer yet strong material enhances daytime events with 
warm natural lighting; and at night they give off a luminous glow.

All Sugarplum tents are made in the U.S. with the best hardware and fittings. The 
graceful and soaring lines of the Sailcloth Tents take their inspiration from the sea 
and the sailing ships of yesteryear—and are equally at home by the water or on lawns 
everywhere! They are the perfect choice for events from May through October.

A Sailcloth Tent has soaring peaks  
with white (or colored) pennants. 

A Sailcloth Tent has natural  
wood poles—rustic yet elegant!

These bright rice lanterns add an interesting 
focal point over the dance floor.

A neutral color palette compliments  
this look perfectly.

The creamy sheet fabric filters the sun.  
Note the white washed wood flooring!

At night Sailcloth Tents shine!
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The soaring lines of this majestic Sailcloth Tent  
beckon guests to come inside.

The natural wood poles gives a nat-
ural/rustic feel to the interior space.

The creamy white fabric allows a beauti-
ful warm light during daytime events.

This small Sailcloth Tent is a little jewel!

This tent has white taffeta pole drapes  
providing a romantic and polished touch.

The same tent at night:  Sailcloth Tent  
gives off a luminous glow once the sun sets!
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Having an event 

in a clear tent 
is a magical 

experience. The outdoors 
becomes the decor —and in 
the evenings, the ambiance 
can’t be beat as the lighting 
refelects a kaleidoscope off the 
ceiling. Clear tents are most 
effective in the Spring and Fall 
when there is landscaping/
nature around or interesting 
architecture.

These chandeliers only add to 
the drama of this clear tent.

What a magical vision looking 
down on this clear tent!

Even on a dreary March day, a 
clear tent adds welcome natural 

light to this formal wedding.
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This clear tent has a gable 

end, and wood flooring.

A clear tent maximizes 
the views—and allows 
the setting to be a real 

player in the decor!

This clear tent allowed the sun 
to shine on the ceremony!
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White tents are classic! They also take on the vision 
YOU create. The ceiling can be lined with fabric or 
fabric swags. It can also be left unadorned. Dramatic 

chandeliers look great as well as more subtle lighting. Even in 
gorgeous weather, a white tent sends a clear signal —there’s something 
special happening here!

A white tent always  
makes a statement!

These white frame tents abut  
one another to provide  

contiguous space underneath.

The interior of a  
white structure tent.
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This white tent is the 
perfect backdrop for 

a corporate event.

This white tent is 
located at the Inn 
at Perry Cabin in 
St. Michaels, MD

A white structure 
tent is adorned with 

lattice, evoking a 
summer garden 
party ambiance.

Candle lanterns are 
a great accessory 
in a tent and we 

have many styles 
and finishes!
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Askylight tent can be a perfect compromise between a white tent 

and a clear tent.  The clear tent panels act as “skylights” and allow 
the natural light to play a part in the decor!  They are perfect for 

winter events when an all-clear tent is not possible, but when some natural 
light is desired.



301-869-2054
www.sugarplumtents.com

“Best Tent Company”—Washingtonian Magazine

rom elegant weddings,  
to amazing galas and

benefits, Sugarplum Tent 
Company covers the area’s  
most spectacular events.

F • Clear, Sailcloth & White Tents

• Great Lighting Options

• Fabric Liners & Swagging

• Dance Floors & Stages

• Climate Control and Flooring

WeCreateMagic


